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Reagan approves financial-aid package
By Paula Ray Christiansen
Oath, staff writer
Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act means more students will receive financial
aid, hut they’ll receive less money, said Donald Ryan, SJSU director of Financial Aid.
President Reagan signed the reauthorization bill Wednesday. which will provide more
funding from Pell Grants and Guaranteed Student Loans, but will change the definition of
what constitutes a "needy’’ student.
The inclusion of part-time and half-time
students eligible for aid will limit the amount of
funds distributed.
The Higher FAlucation Act was established
in 1965 as the basic law governing aid to students and colleges.
The law is revised every four to five years
to reauthorize loan programs and to make
changes in already existing programs.
Actual funding does not take effect until
legislation is approved tor the new amend,

Program
board
granted
leeway

ments to the bill through the Department of FatThe inic.ised maximums will allow the
ucat ion .
neediest students to receive more funds. Ryan
Some of the provisions in the hill will be said.
effective immediately, others on July 1 and still
The change will allow realistic budgets to
others at later dates. Ryan said.
be set for Pell Grant recipients because alLoans will be based on actual need, and
though grants will still be limited to 60 percent
students applying for them will have to submit
of the cost of attendance, the cost of living ala need -analysis form and a copy of both their lowances will increase dollar-for-dollar along
own and their parents’ federal tax forms.
with the actual amount appropriated by ConThe result is a more drawn out application
gress, he said.
process, Ryan said.
Pell Grants will also he eligible for partThe minimum Pell Grant remains at 5200, time students according to the number of units
from
increase
hut the maximum award will
they are carrying. Ryan said.
$2,1(10 to $2.300 in 1987-88. By 1991, the
Students carrying nine units can receive
maximum amount will be $3,11.81. he said.
up to 75 percent of the maximum award and
"The final bill did not include all of our students carrying six units can receive up to 50
recommendations, hut ills a good bill and will percent.
allow us to continue in our efforts of educatioBut due to the recent shortage of federal
nal equity to assist underrepresented students funds, Ryan said he does not anticipate that
as well as other needy students.’ Ryan stated SJSU students attending less than half-time
in a letter to SJSI ’ President liii 1 iillerton
ssitl ever receive Pell funds.

The maximum Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grunt will double front the current
$2,000 per year to $4,000 and the minimum
will be lowered to $100 per year, Ryan said.
With the Higher Education Act’s change
in awarding these grants only to exceptionally’
needy students, students with the lowest expected family contribution, the number of
SEOGs awarded is expected to drop from
1.700 to about 700 students, he said.
Another provision will require these funds
he matched by the university by 5 percent in
academic year 1988; 10 percent in 1990 and 15
percent in 1991.
SEOG grants may he available to parttime SJSU students, depending on how much
money is targeted toward underrepresented students and exceptionally needy students, as
these are the top priority right now, Ryan said.
Funding to part-time students would decrease the amount of funds available for stu-

Ryan said this is an increase of 53.000.
The total cumulative loan limit for any
student, undergraduate and graduate, increases
from $ I 2010 to $ I 8(148).
Again, NDSL’s for part-time students are
contingent on decisions about available funds
to needy students and regulations required to
make loans to less than half-time students, he
said.
The grace period for repaying loans will
also increase from six months to nine months,
with a three-year deferment for repayment by
active duty members of the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration.
See LOANS, back page

College costs
may increase
8 to 9 % in fall

Foiling around

By Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily staff writer
Student fees throughout the CSU
system will increase from tt to 9 percent next fall if Gov. George Deukmejian signs the California State University budget approved by the board of
trustees on Tuesday. said Chuck
Davis, CSU public information officer.
If the budget is approved, fulltime student fees will increase from
$573 to $630, an 8 -percent increase.
and part-time fees will increase from
$333 to $363, a 9-percent increase.
said Connie Sauer. associate executive
vice president of business affairs.
Based on the governor’s past position on fee increases, it doesn’t seem
likely the budget will be approved.
said Kevin Brett, Deukmejian’s deputy information officer.
In 1984-85, money was placed in
the CSU budget to maintain lower student fees for the 1985-86 and 1986-87
school years. Brett said. because
Deukmejian feels that current fees are
already prohibitive for some students.
Brett said he knows of no change
in Deukmejian’s position on fee increases.
If approved, the $1.467 billion
budget would be 7 percent higher than
the present 51.371 billion budget.
The increa.se is represented in the
Student Service Fee, which goes into
the CSU General Fund, set aside for
specific use by the university system
for the individual schools. Sauer said.
The proposed budget is based on
legislation approved by the board of
trustees for the 1985-86 budget, but
was not carried into effect because it
did not receive the governor’s signa-

By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students hoard of
directors waived two budget stipulations and authorized a $906 program
board expenditure, which includes a
hotel room, for a conference in San
Jose.
Verda Alexander. program hoard
director,
requested authority
at
Wednesday’s meeting to use student
funds to pay registration fees for herself and five board chairmen to attend
a four-day conference at the Red Lion
Inn in downtown San Jose.
Alexander told the board of directors that it would cost $120 per person
to attend a National Association of
Campus Activities conference, plus an
additional $186 to rent a room for
three nights.
A.S. budget stipulation 15 states
student funds cannot be used to pay the
expenses of more than two chairmen
attending out-of-town events. Stipulation 18 prohibits chairmen from collecting meal and lodging allowances
for any establishment within 40 miles
of San Jose.
But the board of directors voted
unanimously to waive both stipulations after hearing Alexander’s request.
Nandor Krause, A.S. director of
students rights and responsibilities,
questioned the need to send more than
two or three chairmen.
But Alexander defended her position. saying all the program board
chairmen should have the chance to attend.
"I try to leave it open to as many
of my chairs as want to go," she said.
Alexander said the program board
chairmen shouldn’t be expected to pay
for their expenses.
"Perhaps they,, could, but I
couldn’t ask them to. Alexander said
"I don’t think they have in the past.
"It’s the only conference for the
program board, and I wouldn’t ask my
chairs to pay out of their own pockets," she said.
Alexander said the annual conference is an important function of the
See CONFERENCE, back page

dents who are at least hall utile, he said.
National Direct Student Loans will increase from a maximum of $3,000 to $4,300
for the second two years of undergraduate
study, up tot total of 59010 for all undergraduate study.

Raymond Nasir. left, a sophomore in electrical engineering, duels with Tom Kelleher, a senior in
U.S. history. Both students are members of the

Alan Dep Daily staff photographer
S,ISI Fencing Club, and the display was part of a
recruiting drive. The art quad’s permanent warnor, the Spartan statue, did not participate.

A.S. board supports San Carlos closure
By And) Bird
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students hoard of directors
voted 8-1-1 Wednesday to adopt a resolution urging
the San Jose City Council to downgrade East San
Carlos Street from a "major collector" to a "neighborhood street."
Downgrading San Carlos Street would be the
first step toward eventually closing the thoroughfare
that bisects de campus.
A.S. President Tom Boothe. who has been
working with SJSU President Gail Fullerton and her
administration to close the street, proposed the resolution to the board at its weekly meeting.
The next step is to present the resolution to the
city council at its Nov. 20 meeting, Boothe said,
when the downgrade issue is scheduled for a vote.
Last week, the San Jose Planning Commission

voted 5-1 against downgrading the street. The recommendation will he sent to the city council.
A "major collector" is defined as thoroughfare
that carries traffic between areas of the city, and cannot be closed. Only "neighborhood streets" can be
closed.
"This downgrading will not take place without
a great deal of commitment from this hoard,"
Boothe said, reminding his colleagues that one of
their campaign promises was to support closure of
the street.
Boothe, and 12 members of the board and executive committee, won their seats as members of the
REAL party in the March A.S. elections. Part of the
Responsible Alliance’s campaign platform was to
promote the street closure effort.
Boothe stressed adopting the resolution would
not advocate immediate closure of the street. It

wouldn’t he feasible until 1991, he said, when the
major downtown redevelopment projects are scheduled for completion.
The thoroughfare must remain open for the time
being to protect downtown businesses, Boothe said,
echoing concerns the city council voiced last year
when it voted to defer action until this year’s November general plan review.
’I concur with the city council that closing San
Carlos Street at this time would be detrimental to
those businesses, ’ ’ Boothe said.
Other board members expressed support after
the meeting.
"(Closing San Carlos Street) would benefit students on and around campus by eliminating disruption the street causes now." said Bob Gunter, A.S.
director of California State Student Affairs.
See CLOSURE, back page

ture at that time, Davis said.
The 8- to 9 -percent student fee increase represents the largest portion of
total student fees. Sauer said.
"It is formulated so that students
will pay a proportion of the rising cost
of education,’ ’ Davis said.
CSU enrollment is projected to
increase by at least 10.000 students
next fall and 251,690 are expected to
attend full-time. This is the highest
amount of full-time students in the
CSU system’s history. Davis said.
Fee and enrollment increases also
imply an increased need for financial
aid, said Donald Ryan. SJSU director
of financial aid.
"Financial aid will very definitely be affected," Ryan said.
Larger enrollment added to the
fee increase and the reauthorization of
the Higher F.ducuation Act signed
Wednesday by President Ronald Reagan is expected to increase student financial need, Ryan said.
But the budget provides for this
when ills drawn up. Davis said.
Grant amounts are included in the
new budget whenever fees increase in
order to maintain the balance of need
versus available funds, he said.
Financial -aid grants and programs are based on pre -determined
budget amounts and take into account
the living status of applicants
whether they are dormitory students,
married, living at home or in an apartment. Ryan said.
However, there will be an additional strain placed on already limited
financial -aid funds by the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act,
Ryan said.
See FEE HIKE. back page

S.J. mayor talks
politics on campus
By Brian Fed row
Daily stall writer
San Jose Mayor Tom McEnery said he’s not your normal
driven politician.
"I didn’t have any great ambition to become mayor," he told
about 30 students in political science Prof. Terry Christensen’s
Urban Politics class yesterday. "I
ran for office because I couldn’t
stand what was happening in San
Jose. If you’re willing to criticize
other people publicly, you better
get off your butt and make something happen."
McEnery answered questions
from students in the political science class on various topics, including his recent trips to Japan and
China, where he said the people
had a great yearning to learn about
the United States. He also addressed the San Carlos Street closure issue.
"I think SJSU would be a
more cohesive and safer campus if

the street wasn’t there," he said.
"But there are a lot of businesses
downtown like Camera 3 that are
having a hard time (because of
downtown construction). It’s really
more of a (bad) timing thing than
anything else."
McEnery said he is unsure of
how he will vote on the issue.
The San Jose mayor also
talked about the future of professional sports and a stadium in the
city.
"I think there’s a good chance
for professional sports to come to
San Jose within about the next 10
years." he said. McEnery pointed
out that only 25 percent of fans at a
San Francisco Giants game are
from that city.
"The demographics and median income are here to support
teams," McEnery said. "The only
way I’d he serious about the Giants
again is if they figure out what the
hell they’re doing. I’m not afraid of
See McENERY bac* page
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Replays perfect officials’ play calling
The National Football League owners deserve a high
live for voting in the instant replay for referees this MNIS011
Games can be decided by one crucial call or miscall. so why
not take the guess work out of it?
When a play is in question the referees gather, then call
the replay official on their walkie-talkies and get the correct
ruling.
There are plays in football that happen too quickly.. are
blocked from view, or are seen at difficult angles.
With all the lightning -quick players in football these
days, it’s no wonder an official could miss a call.
Receivers run a number of sideline routes that are extremely difficult to determine whether the receiver gets both
feet in bounds or is in full possession of the hall at the time. All it
takes is one call to the official’s
booth for a slow-motion replay of the footwork and/or possession. It only takes i couple of minutes for the officials to
Confer. Why not make sure the play was called correctly?
With 22 players on the field at once, it’s very easy for
an official to get blocked out of play. How in the world can
a referee deterniine whether a loss of possession is an incompletion or a fumble it a guy the size it a kitchen appliance is in the way?
These type of plays occur in nearly every game. It’s
extremely hard to tell whether an offense player is down before the hall pops loose. Since the ground can’t cause a fumble it must be determined whether the ball was dropped or
stripped loose before the player hits the playing surface.
Angles in football can also he deceiving. A Monday
night encounter between the Broncos and Steelers earlier
this season proved that.
From one angle. John Elway’s pass to his running hack
looked like a forward pass. But, the reverse angle replay
proved indeed that it was a backward lateral. The back then
fired the ball downfield for a touchdown. It was an illegal
forward pass, and the touchdown was called hack .
The play wasn’t changed because the Broncos ran another play, hut if the officials talked after the next play, they
would have changed it.

Opinion

Greg
Stryker
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would have changed it.
There are numerous game -deciding calls in football
that can be misread.
What .49er fan will ever forget the 1983 championship
game against the Washington Redskins? The 49ers were
called for pass interference on a pass that was 10 yards over
the receivers head. The Redskins were given a long gain, a
first down, and the ballgame with one call. The instant replay would have shown that the ball was uncatchable, and
that pass interference was not the correct call.
San Francisco was also the victim of a "Hail Mary"
pass that cost the team a game a few seasons ago. Atlanta’s
"Billy White Shoes" Johnson caught a deflected last second pass and scrambled toward the end zone. He was
tackled and his knees hit the ground while the ball was short
of the end zone stripe. The referee didn’t see the knees hit
and called it a touchdown.
It’s no wonder Bill Walsh was a main advocate of the
instant replay.
Other sport situations could benefit from using replays:
Baseball’s disputed foul calls on home runs and
extra base hits.
Basketball’s goal -tending calls.
Soccer and hockey’s disputed goals.
I’m not one to take pot shots at officials. They’re right
most of the time. Why not perfect their play calling? Nobody should win or lose a game because of a had call.
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FEET ARE SET- IN CONIC-PETE.

Letter Policy
The Spartan Dolls emmtrages readers
write letters fin- publiy.ati,m.
Deliver them to the se,ond_floor 1.4. DI,
In
Hemel Hall, Room 208, or to the Student 1
lOrmation Center.
Letters must bear the sui acr’ s name, maim .
phone number ,ind .lays shin.h Hs;

Letters to the Editor
Theta Chi’s humor lost on Daily
Editor,
I read Dave C Anderson’s letter to the Spartan Dail,.
and cried myself to sleep. Oh. but the staff of the Spartan
Daily are just masters of yellow journalism aren’t they? I’m
surprised they even printed your letter, seeing that your
flawless logic really showed everybody how unfair they are.
I agree with you that the Daily showed a horrid sense
of timing when they ran the story. President Nixon had the
same problem. He was just about to apologize to the Democrats. but the Washington Post just wouldn’t wait and ran
the story. Just think, if it weren’t for the Post, that situation
would have been resolved, thus no story and no Watergate
scandal.
And boy -oh -boy, I see what you mean about the Daily’s real motives for running your story. I bet advertising
revenues have just skyrocketed since they first ran it. We all
know how people love a little controversy, huh? And I was
lust as appalled as you at the Daily’s misleading headline.
"Theta Chi accused of abusing mentally ill." (Oct. 71.
Imagine! Where’s their sense of humor?
Well. Dave. thought I’d let you know that I’m behind
you all the way. And keep developing good relations with
administrators, sororities, fraternities and the surrounding
community, you’re doing a hang-up job.
.1eIT Rausis
Senior
Advertising

Reporter should examine both sides
Editor.
With Dan Kier’s opinion piece on Oct. 16 ("Negative
ads distort positions"). the Spartan Daily has once again reminded us that anyone can write on its staff. Mr. Kier’s
point is completely lost in his blatant attack on Republicans.
His own political views get in the way of the point he is trying to make. If you want to write on so-called "smear"
campaigns, at least look at both sides.
Sen. Dan McCorquodale’s campaign has been filled
with information and charges that are misleading and often
times outright lies about Santa Clara County Supervisor
Toni Legan’s record. McCorquodale attempts to portray
Legan as soft on crime and against increases in the sherifrs
budget. Nothing could he further from the truth. Legan has

been outspoken on fighting for increases in this area. I also
suggest you look at McCorquodale’s record. There has to he
some reason why he is the target of so much criticism.
Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley has been just as bad
in his attack against against Gov. George Deukmejian.
Bradley hires actors to make clouded statements about his
opponent with little factual basis. I would much rather hear
what Bradley has to say about Bradley than what Burt Lancaster ViqlS hired to say about Deukmejian.
It is unfortunate this type of campaigning is a political
reality . I agree with the basis of your article. I would much
rather hear the candidates talk about his or her position on
the issues. However, if you feel the need to write about this
issue, at least present both sides and keep an open mind like
any other professional journalist should.
Gregory Butler
Senior
Political Science

United States can’t trust the U.S.S.R.
Editor,
I would like to congratulate Stew Hintz on his column
"Pieces of Peace" (Spartan Daily, Oct. 17),
The Reykjavik summit was quickly contrived by the
communists to build Gorhachev’s public relations image at
home. Gorbachev and the Politburo wanted to bully President Reagan into giving up the Strategic Defense Initiative,
hut Ronald Reagan was equal to the task.
The liberals in this country seem to regard the failure
of the Reykjavik summit as a disaster, but anyone who
hoped for a major agreement from two days in Iceland after
30 years of negotiations should have his head examined.
Any such agreement would have been ill-advised and downright dangerous to the people of the United States. These
same liberals keep crying for a verifiable nuclear freeze
with the Soviet Union, hut when you ask them how to verify
it, they stand there with egg on their faces. I challenge anyone to name one treaty we have signed with the Soviets that
they have not violated at least once there are none!
The reason the Soviets would like to do away with SDI
is because they cannot compete with the United States.
Their system is a failure when it comes to encouraging people to work harder and discover new technologies: a cen-
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’Amerika’ column poorly written
Editor,
On Friday. Oct. 10, Stew Hintz’s column titled "Fairy
Tales" appeared in the Spartan Daily. I am a strong supporter of free speech and I uphold Mr. Hintz’s right to speak
his opinions. But I must point out Mr. Hintz’s column is
riddled with inaccuracies about gay men and lesbians, and I
am offended the Daily would publish such a piece.
What would your response have been toward Mr.
Hintz’s column had he written in the same uneducated and
denigrating style about "Negroes" or "jungle bunnies" or
"Jews" instead of "Fairies" or homosexuals’? Would you
have excercised some editorial restraint? Or could you not
have solicited a rebuttal to Mr. Hintz’s view as an appropriate measure of balance’?
I also fault Mr. Hintz for a poorly crafted piece of writing. He falls down several "slippery slopes" in his arguments, including "homosexual rights without homosexual
practices (leading to) moral anarchy which would ultimately
destroy the society." Would Mr. (tutu, care to substantiate
his statement?
Further, Mr. Hintz seems to have a meager grasp of social history when he asserts "America has typically tolerated differing views when they have proven to add to the
color of this nation, but has rejected those views that have
gone against either the principles of the nation or put the future of American society in jeopardy."
America has typically riot tolerated differing views
from non-white, non -male members of the population.
Feature columnists are not necessarily under the same
deadline pressures as news writers and should therefore he
accurate in their writing, if they so choose. From Mr.
Hintz’s column. I can see little or no justification for his inclusion as a columnist.
While Mr. Hintz thinks he knows the pulse rate of the
entire American population, I. as a gay American male, can
assure you he does not. I speak for hundreds, if not thousands of gay men, lesbians and human rights supporters
here at SJSU, when I say such bigoted and uninformed
opinions, framed in a poorly crafted piece of writing, have
no place in the Spartan Daily,
Steve Stein
Co-President
Gay and lesbian Alliance

Spartan football team congratulated
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an inefficient allocator of resources
trally planned SN
and there is little incemive for the hest and brightest to be
more productive.
Our market sy stem, on the other hand, will allocate resources automatically through the price system to the discovery of new, better and more efficient technology: those
who discover these new technologies know they will reap
the full rewards for their labor and talent. This is why the
Gross National Product of the United States is almost twice
that of the Soviet Union.
I would like to say I am not against an arms agreement
but the Soviets will have to sit doss n and negotiate in good
faith for once. Until then, the Soviet leaders are going to
have to grow up and stop playing games.
Jeff (;oldman
Senior
Finance/Economics
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Editor,
Hey guys, fantastic game Saturday in Las Vegas! Sure,
you looked a bit shaky at times, hut the end result is what
counts. We want you to know that we’ve been enjoying this
winning feeling lately and appreciate the outstanding effort
on your part! (The Homecoming game was especially sweet
our manager is from Fresno.)
Anyway. keep up the hard work, don’t get too cocky
and we’ll see you at UOP for another victory.
Brian Burke, Laura McDermott
Arvin Nelson, Jim Jenkins
Glen SchaefTer
’The Old Spaghetti Factory Crew

Amerika
nrisr
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Stew
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Hands off
W heti Ilie going got tough. the t mted States
hailed out.
I.ollowing the Congress’s lead. American busines,-- his c been deserting South Africa as a
response ti , I lie I i it: reasing political turmoil and unrest
in that nation
The list.’) deserters reads like a who’s who of
multinational corporatism. yy Mt IBM, Coca Cola and
General Motors ....b,ing some 01 the latest to leave the
troubled nation.
We have let the peiiple of South Africa down.
The businesses claim their actions are a matter of
profit and a product of the unstable political situation.
The anti-apartheid protestors sa.), they are responsible
for the loss of support fm South Africa business ventures. And the Congress is glad it has unposed sanctions on the government of South At
as a means ot
demonstrating its opposition to the racist system of
apartheid.
These groups and the world community are so
happy with themselves for dealing with the South African problem that they fail to realize the damage they
have done to the black people of that nation who are
now left alone to sillier the impending persecution by
the whites.
The South African gm eminent huts said that as
conditions worsened in the country . blacks would be
the first to feel the pain and the last to receive aid. The
South African government held a gun to the heads of
black South Africans and dared the world to pressure
them to make any reforms.
We will all he responsible for the deaths of countless blacks and whites in a bloody race -war, hut we
will not take the blame.
Like Pilate before the crucifixion, Congress his
washed its hands of the matter. American 1,11,1,,,...,..
have washed their hands of the matter and ilie so, ial ist
movement in Africa is licking its chops at the prospect
of gobbling up another nation.
America has been pursuing a policy of "constructive engagement" with the South African government as a means ill. bringing about reforms by gentle
diplomatic pressiire.
American businesses in South Africa %s ere attempting to institute term ins through their hiring practices, and many businesses employ ell thiiusands of
blacks whereas South African businesses would have
employed none.
The Reagan administration failed to use the poi icy of "constructive engagement’’ successfully, and
the mounting frustration of the American people
against apartheid led to the imposition of economic
sanctions.
These sanctions were the worst possible way to
battle apartheid, yet they were our method of choice.
The American public must realize the white Afri kaaners are a very proud and stubborn people and will
fight to the last man to defend apartheid, their way of
life.
The South African nation is a major supplier of
strategic materials for the world and can probably find
a trade partner outside of the Western world if it is
backed into a corner.
The military capability of the South African nation is awesome and will inflict heavy casualties
against opposition forces.
And they will fight for what they feel are their
rights.
It is pure irresponsibility for a nation or a group
of individuals to stand by and watch a population be
slaughtered as martyrs for the socialist cause or because they are unwilling to commit themselves to
working within the system to effect change.
The calls for sanctions were heeded by an image conscious Congress and not by a group of responsible
and morally just leaders.
The imposition of sanctions and the abandonment
of South Africa by the only remaining agents of
change. American businesses, is abhorrent and selfish. It is a sad day when a voice of morality and reason
cannot he heard in America.
Stew Hintz is the assistant news editor. Amerika appears e%ery Friday.

lana Mil
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Record 1986 deficit U.S. wants to quit expulsion war
less than projected
’We need now to get on with resolution of the
WASHINGTON (AP)
The
U.S budget deficit for 1986 soared
to a record $220 billion, easily topping last year’s $212 billion shortfall but $10 billion short of what the
Reagan administration had projected. Budget Director James C.
Miller III disclosed yesterday.
Miller said through a spokesman that higher-than -anticipated
revenues near the end of the year
and lower spending by federal
agencies accounted for the unexpected savings.
The spokesman, Ed Dale, also
said that projections by the White
House’s Office of Management and
Budget suggest that the deficit will
fall by $50 billion in 1987, to the
vicinity of $170 billion
even if
Congress enacts no further cuts.
The White House budget office as recently as last August had
estimated that the 1986 deficit for
the fiscal year that ended Sept. 30
would amount to $230.2 billion.
The OMB is scheduled to re-

lease its final determination of the
1986 deficit early next week.
However. Miller decided to
confirm the raw figures in advance
of the announcement as new reports
began circulating about the dimensions of the deficit. Dale said.
Those figures show that the
1986 flow of federal red ink rose to
over $220 billion "instead of the
$230 billion we estimated in the
midsession (August) report," Dale
said.
"The
$10
billion
improvement is a whole series of
small changes, including some increase in receipts and a wide variety of decreases in outlays." Dale
quoted Miller as saying.
"Miller acknowledges that
this was a record deficit. but the
real good news is that in 1987, bv
any realistic estimate of the deficit.
there will be a reduction in excess
of $50 billion which would be
the greatest reduction since World
War IL" Dale said.

MDs protected by law
Child-abuse reports safe from civil suits
LOS ANGELES I AP)
The 2nd
District Court of Appeal has ruled that
physicians who report suspicions of
child abuse as required by state law are
immune from civil prosecution even if
the report is wrong.
"The legislative scheme is designed to encourage the reporting of
child abuse to the greatest extent possible to prevent further abuse," Judge
Armand Arabian wrote in the appellate
decision.
"Reporters are required to report
hild abuse promptly, and they are
.iihject to criminal prosecution if they
fail to report as required. Accordingly,
absolute immunity from liability for all
reports is consistent with that
scheme."
Arabian, appellate Judge Joan
Dempsey Klein and Municipal Court
Judge Gaye Weber Herrington, sitting
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’The legislative
scheme is designed to
encourage the
reporting of child
abuse to the greatest
extent possible.’
Armand Arabian,
appeal court judge
by designation, issued their ruling
Tuesday in response to a malpractice
suit brought by the parents of a 10year-old Ventura County girl against
three physicians and Westlake Community Hospital.
Dr. Stanley R. Silverman. a gynecologist, made the report after consulting with two other physicians. He
based it on an examination that indicated sperm was present in the girl’s
vagina.
The Ventura County Sheriffs
Department closed its investigation in
1984 without arrests.
The parents, Lawrence and Gail
Storch, filed a civil suit, but the trial
court dismissed it. Tuesday’s ruling
upheld the dismissal.

t WASHINGTON (AP) The
Reagan administration acknowledged
yesterday that restrictions imposed on
the U.S. Embassy in Moscow would
limit "our ability to monitor what happens ’ in the Soviet Union.
But the administration decided
not to retaliate for the expulsion of five
more American diplomats and urged
the Soviets to "put behind us" a dispute over diplomats and spies.
Declaring a cease-fire, Charles E.
Redman, the State Department spokesman, said, "We need now to get on
with resolution of the larger issues affecting U.S.-Soviet relations and build
on the progress made in discussions at
Reyjkavik."
The Soviets have expelled 10
American diplomats in a week and
withdrawn 260 Russians who worked
as cooks, maids, drivers and perform
other duties in the embassy and at the
U.S. consulate in Leningrad.
"There will have to be some
fairly substantial changes in our staffing pattern," Redman said. He referred to the fact that the 251 U.S. diplomats either will take on the work in
addition to their duties or that some

larger issues affecting U.S.-Soviet relations and
build on the progress made in discussions at
Reyjkavik.’

will be replaced by American workers.
"But I’m confident," the U.S.
official said. "that the dedicated U.S.
personnel at our missions in the Soviet
Union will continue to perform effectively."
The Soviets took the actions in response to the U.S. expulsion of 80 Soviets in Washington. New York and
San Franciso. An administration official, who demanded anonymity. said
Wednesday night the expulsion "decapitated" a Soviet spy operation.
The Soviets also retaliated by imposing stiffer visas and other restrictions on Americans who work temporarily in Moscow, such as on
construction of the new U.S. Embassy
there.

Redman stressed that Reagan
stands by his arms reduction proposals. "Translating those proposals into
Charles E. Redman. specific negotiating instructions is a
State Department spokesman complex process." he said. "A decision on how hest to table such sweeping proposals is a tactical negotiating
Redman said similar curbs would
one."
he put on Soviet laborers here.
The U.S. official said the two
Gorbachev on Wednesday degovernments had evidently accepted
the concept of "parity.’ in their diplo- cried the U.S. expulsions as "a provocation,"
while saying he still saw hope
matic complements and should move
on to arms control and other issues for an arms agreement growing out of
pursued by President Reagan and Mik- the Reykjavik.
hail S. Gorbachev, the Soviet leader.
Presidential spokesman Larry
at the Iceland summit two weeks ago.
Speakes ignored the Soviet leader’s
Adm. John Poindexter, Reagan’s criticism and focused on
Gorbachev’s
national security adviser, said Thurs- assertions of good will.
day the expulsions have run their
course.
"We believe an historic break"We made our point. We are through occurred in Reykjavik and
down to parity," said Poindexter, who there is no turning back," Speakes
was accompanying Reagan on a politi- said. "For the first time, there is serious discussion of arms reductions
cal trip to Wisconsin, told reporters.
As Reagan boarded his plane in rather than ann. control "

Veterans increasing in U.S.

Walesa denied passport
to accept award in U.S.
WARSAW, Poland (AP)
Polish authorities yesterday refused
to give former Solidarity leader
Lech Walesa a passport for a trip to
the United States where he was to
receive a humanitarian award, a
Walesa aide said.
The
aide.
Wladyslaw
Trzcinski, said officials at the
Gdansk Interior Ministry told him
Walesa had not completed the passport application properly.
Walesa, 43, was invited to the
United States by the John -Roger
Foundation, a California-based organization that named him one of
three recipients of its annual "Integrity" award. The presentation
ceremony is in Los Angeles today.
It would have been Walesa’s
first trip abroad since 1981 when
the Polish government imposed
martial law and outlawed the Solidarity free trade union movement.
Walesa, who has known about
the prize since May. sent Trzcinski
to the Interior Ministry yesterday to
request permission to travel to the
United States, Trzcinski said.
Earlier this year, Walesa had
applied for a passport to go to Italy,
hut he never made the trip.
Trzcinski said Walesa thought he

Milwaukee, reporters asked whether
the war of expulsions had ended. The
president just shrugged his shoulders
and got on board.

NEW YORK (AP) American
war veterans aged 65 now number
more than 3 million.

did not need to file a new application for the U.S. trip and only
would have to have officials change
the destination.
Polish citizens only receive
passports for specific trips abroad.
When they return to Poland. they
have to return their passports to the
government.
Trzcinski said ministry officials told hint Walesa would have
to file a new passport request. A
Walesa associate who spoke on
condition of anonymity said Walesa had no intention of submitting
another application.
Government otTicials in Warsaw were unavailable for comment.
Walesa, who went to work as
usual Thursday at the Lenin Shipyard in Gdansk, declined comment
after returning home.
George Cappannelli. the director of the foundation, said he
spoke to Walesa by telephone yesterday. He said Walesa was "very
sad."
"We are deeply disappointed
about the misleading reason given
by the Polish government, blaming
bureaucratic problems," Cappannelli said in a telephone interview
from his office in Santa Monica.

World War II veterans, the parents of the baby boom. will account
for most of this growth.

At the current level of health benBy the year 2000. that number
will grow to more than 9 million. pre- efits now available to veterans through
senting the nation with an explosive -the Veterans Administration, VA
demand for veterans’ health care. health-care expenditures would rise
according to the American Council of front $8.3 billion in 1983 to $15 bilLife Insurance.
lion in 1990.

Campus Crimes
A woman reported someone
picked up and moved one end of her
car six feet into the street to unblock
the driveway at 2084 S. 10th Si. at
about 1 p.m. Monday.

A car was burglarized at a South
Campus parking lot between 9:45 a.m.
and 1:15 p.m. Oct. 15. Damage from a
broken window and a stolen cassette
deck was set at $600.

A 10-speed bicycle worth $100
An unattended purse was stolen
from a desk on the second floor of was stolen in front of Clark Library beWahlquist Library Central between tween 10 p.m. and midnight Oct. IS.
12:30 and 1 p.m. Monday. Loss was
A cash box with up to $100 was
set at $110.
stolen from Duncan Hall Oct. 8 or 9.
A restroom on the first floor of
A car cover worth $105 was stothe Industrial Studies Building was
sandalized Oct. 15. between 5 and 10 len from a car in the Seventh Street gap.m. One of the toilets was damaged rage between Oct. 10 and Oct. 13.
and soap containers were emptied.
A vending machine was damaged
Damage was $225.
in Allen Hall on Monday or Tuesday.
A red and gold 10-speed bicycle Damage was estimated at $100.
worth $550 was stolen in front of the
Student Union between 4:30 and 7
Compiled by Daily staff writer
p.m. Oct. 14.
Oscar Guerra from police reports

Spartaguide
Associated
Students Leisure
Services will hold sign-ups for "Lifestyle Exploration Series 11" from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. today and Monday
in the Student Union A.S. Business
Office. Call Brian Burke at 277-2858
for more information.
The Stanford Blood Bank and the
Arnold Air Society are sponsoring a
blood drive from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
today in the Student Union Loma
Prieta Room.

The Nihongo Sakura Club will
hold a round-table discussion in Japanese and English with exchange students from Okayama. Japan from
12:15 to 1:45 p.m. today in the Student Union Montalvo Room. Call
Salle Fujiwara at 559-0833 for more
information.

The Spartan City Family Association is holding its first carsvash in parking lot B at the corner of South Seventh and Humboldt streets in Spartan
City from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m, tomorrow
and Sunday. Call Sherly Bryant at
277-2692 or Michael Garret at 9711134 for more information.

The Philosophy Department will
hold a student -faculty colloqium featuring Amnon Goldworth speaking
about human rights at 3:30 p.m today
in the Faculty Office Building. Room
104.

Phi Beta Sorority will have membership interviews at 1 p.m. tomorrow

in the Student Union Montalvo Room.
Call Latressa Wilson Alford at 2772807 for more information.
The A.S. Program Board will
present the Dance Art Company at 8
p.m. tomorrow in Spartan Complex.
Fifth and San Carlos streets. Call
Andy Slean at 277-2708 for more information.

SJSU College Republican will
hold an executive meeting at 12130
p.m. Monday in Student Union Pacheco Room. Call Paul Romero 2817322 for more information.
SJSU Amateur Radio Club
WGYL will hold a meeting at 7 p.m.
on Monday in the Engineering Building. Room 333. Call Allen at 2773470 for more information.

Career Planning and Placement
will have an introduction to co-op inCareer Planning and Placement
cluding details on the program, procedures and application techniques at Center will present a graduate from
1:30 p.m. today in the Student Union aeronautical engineering who will give
Umunhum Room. Call Cheryl Allmen information on career opportunities,
appropriate preparation and job market
at 277-2272 for more information.
trends at 4:30 p.m. today in Business
The SJSU Theatre Arts Depart- Classroom 4.
ment will hold preliminaries for the
Dorothy Kaucher Contest for ExcelCareer Planning and Placement
lence in Oral Interpretation at 12:30 Center will present professionals from
p.m. today in Hugh Gillis Hall. Room various fields, speaking on "What
103. Call Donna Federico at 277-2772 Can 1 Do With an MBA" at 6:30 p.m.
today in Business Classroom 4.
or 277-2763 for more information.

TRY A GAME TOUGHER THAN
CHESS, OR BRIDGE!
GOrequires the skill of a
Grandmaster and the
courage of a Samurai
arnor’
is Japan’s most popular board gamine game appears remarkably
simple. You only need a hoard, a set
of stones, and 2 few easy rules. Playing is not as simple GO requires
the use of subtle strategy. The
obiective is to conquer territory.
Position, influence, sacrifices,
feints, and indirect at tacks are keys
to winning.
Expert players strive to make
efficient moves that simultaneously at tack and defend, as part of
their overall strategy As in real
warfare and business, it is possible
to win all the skirmishes, yet lose
the war
Ishi Press International offers by
mail a complete selection of qual.
lty GO sets and instruction hooks
Write For Our FREE Catalog.

STANDARD GO SET: Full size 19x
19 grid, solid Katsura wood folding
board with felt hacking, IN" x 161/2"
X %"; 361 -pc. set of plastic stones
7.0mm thick, 181 blk & 180 wht
92-pg. instruction hook, "A’S
INTRODUCTION TO GO", plus .1
FREE issue of GO
WORLD Magazine
$39.95

*me Satisfaction Guaranteed
Or Maur Money Back!
HOW TO ORDER1 BY MAIL send your Name, Addreiw& Phone NI I
with your Personal Check, Money Ortkr. or charge it via Visa or
MasterCard ( with your card no., expir date & sig.), for the amount
of purchase. plus $2.115 for P/H (CA Res add 61/2% Shi. lkx .), OR
PHONE ( 41A)964.7294 during hus hrs PST
1810 PRESS INTERNATIONAL, Dept Sfil
1101 San Antonio Road, ’02
Mountain View, CA 94043

In fact, we’ll even pay you more than $600 a month while you attend. That’s in
addition to paying for your tuition, required books and fees.
Its all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
And here is how it works!
If you’re selected for a Physicians Scholarshipfrom the Army. Navy, or Air
Forceyou’re commissioned as an officer in the Reserves.
While you’re in school. you’ll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining
valuable medical experience. After graduation, you will serve three or more
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and
years of scholarship assistance received.
As an Armed Forces physician you’ll receive officer’s pay and benefits. and
enjoy the advantages of working regular hours. You’ll also see a diversity of
patients and have opportunities louse sophisticated medical technology.
But most important, while you’re in medical school we’ll help pay the bills.
For more information, send in this coupon There is no obligation.
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SJSU hopes to break Tiger wishbone
By Greg Stry tier
Daily staff writer
The SJSU loothall team will
travel to Stockton to play Pacific tomorrow at 2 p.m. in a crucial PCAA
game that will match the Spartan
"46" defense against the Tiger wish.bone offense.
Both head coaches, Pacific’s Bob
Cope and the Spartans’ Claude Gilbert. agree it could be the first time the
"46" defense has ever been matched
against the wishbone in any football
game.
"It may be the first time the two
have met," Cope said. "It will be interesting. The ’46’ defense has certainly given them the aggressive, attacking style that has helped them have
the kind of year they’ve had."
Gilbert said his defense must shut
down UOP fullback Steve Michaels to
stifle the wishbone offense.
"You start by making sure you
get the fullback." Gilbert said. "He’s
a hard runner. He’s a very tough guy
who slams it straight to the goal line."
This season the Tiger backs have
slammed for 279.1 yards a game,
which ranks them eighth in the nation.
Michaels. a 6-foot -2 senior, leads
UOP (4-3, 2-1) in rushing with 546
yards on 134 carries. He’s averaging
78 yards a game and has four TOs.
His first collegiate touchdown
came against the Spartans (5-2, 3-0)
last season.
Senior running backs Tim Richardson and James Mackey are lined up
behind Michaels in the wishbone.
Richardson is second on the team
in rushing with an average of 63.9
yards per game. Mackey is close behind, averaging 61.6. Spartan cornerback K.C. Clark jarred the hall
loose from Mackey late in the fourth
quarter of last year’s contest to help
preserve a 34-26 Spartan victory.
The SJSU defense is ranked
fourth in the nation against the run.
Spartan defensive tackle Mark Dean,
who has 29 tackles and four sacks,
also said the key is stopping Michaels.
"Our main concern is stopping
the fullback, the first part of the option," Dean said. "He’s a good back.
He has the ability to break tackles, so
we really have to wrap up on him.
"We’re going to stay with our
same game plan. Whoever wins on the
line of scrimmage is going to win the
game."
- The Tigers have not thrown the
ball much this season (124 yards per
game). Senior quarterback Hue Jacksanhas hit just 49 of Ill passes hut
has made the most of his completions.
Jackson has passed for 811 yards
and four touchdowns. Last season he
threw 10 touchdown passes three in
the loss to SJSU last season.
"When they throw it, they can be
effective, because you get so geared to
play the run. They can lull you to sleep

Ruggers open
against alumni
By Brian Fedrim
Daily staff writer
The SJSU rugby team will kick
off its season tomorrow at South Campus with the alumni game.
Team captain Deane LaMont said
the match will feature some of the
players that have participated in Spartan rugby since its inception in 1969.
"This alumni game is going to be
a big deal for us," LaMont said. "We
have one alumni player, Brad Sheboya, who has played on the national
team and is now coaching us.
Admission to the I p.m game is
free. The game will be played on the
field adjacent to Spartan Stadium.
LaMont said the squad’s first college match will be Nov. 1 at home
against Hayward State. After that, the
next home match isn’t scheduled until
the spring semester.
He said SJSU should have an excellent season on the field.
"We’re probably the strongest
we’ve been in years." he said of the
50 players on the Spartan roster.
"Northern California has the strongest
competition in the nation.**
He said the Cal Bears have captured six of the past eight national
championships in rugby. He also cited
Stanford, UC-Davis and Chico State
as tough competitiors.
LaMont said he thinks SJSU
which finished 17-10 last season can
attain national prominence by knocking off its Northern California foes.
"Getting a national ranking is our
ultimate goal," he said. "We play all
the teams that matter if we’re going to
get one."
LaMont said the sport is rugged
and that not all the players on the
squad will be around at the end of the
year.
"People get injured," he said
simply. "Others find they have too
much schoolwork to play "

Spartans’ Weekend
FIELD HOCKEY: Pacific. Stock
ton. Saturday. 2 p m
FOOTBALL: Pacific. Stockton.
Saturday. 2 p m
SOCCER: California, South
Campus, Saturday. 8 p m
VOLLEYBALL: Cal Poly SLO.
San Luis Obispo, Friday, 730 p m
and UC Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, Saturday. 8 p m

Kenneth

K. Lam Daily

staff photographer

Fifth -ranked Pacific
rips volleyball team
By Karin I.. Small
Daily staff writer
Fifth -ranked Pacific walked
all over SJSU on Wednesday night
at Stockton in the first of the Spartans’ three -match road trip that
ends tomorrow in Santa Barbara.
The Tigers won, 15-17, 15-5,
15-4 and 15-13.
After pulling out a victory in
the first game, the Spartans fell
apart in games two and three before
mounting a last-ditch effort to pull
out the match.
The loss dropped SJSU to 173,6-3 in PCAA play.
Defending national champion
UOP, which won its eighth consecutive PCAA match, improved to
19-3 and 8- 1 in the conference.
The Tigers played strong,
steady defense throughout the
match, and even though the Spartans held off four match points.
SJSU couldn’t put anything together. The Tigers held a 10-point
lead in game three, while SJSU
struggled to find a rhythm.
A crowd of 3,100 filled
Spanos Center to watch UOP continue its domination of the Spartans.
The last time SJSU defeated
the Tigers was in 1984 at Spartan
Gym. The team has never beaten
the Tigers in Stockton. and the series record stands in favor of UOP
at 17-7.
The Spartan attack wasn’t
completely non-existent, as Lisa
Ice had 16 kills during the match.
Shawna DiBiaso had 14 kills
and 16 digs, and Danielle Spier

added 15 digs to her 46-assist performance.
Barbara Higgins pitched in
with a 10-kill effort.
One of the team’s goals as it
prepared for the road trip this week
was not only to defeat UOP on
Wednesday night. but also to
squash the mental demons that have
been plaguing them at inopportune
times this season.
Following his team’s win
against UC-Irvine on Monday,
Coach Dick Montgomery said the
team must maintain a high level of
concentration.
"In order to play well, the
team needs to eliminate the mental
lapses that keep occurring during
matches," he said. "Physically.
we are stronger than anyone else,
we just have to match that strength
mentally."
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo is
SJSU’s next opponent tonight.
The Mustangs visited Spartan
Gym earlier in the season and gave
the Spartans a tough match before
losing.
Montgomery is not expecting
an easier time in the Mustangs’ corral.
"They (the Mustangs) defeated San Diego State in four
games, so they are not going to be a
pushover," Montgomery said.
The Aztecs are ranked No. 1
in the nation.
Cal Poly SW holds a 9-2 edge
in the series with SJSU.
The Spartans face the Gauchos
in Santa Barbara tomorrow at 8
p.m.

Spartan wide receiv er Lafo Malauulu will try to catch the Tigers off-guard tomorrow afternoon in Stockton
with the play -action pass and throw the
ball," Gilbert said.
If numbers and past games are an
indication, this game should go down
to the wire.
SJSU averages 26.4 points and
444 yards a game, while Pacific averages 26.7 points and 403.1 yards.
On defense. the Spartans have allowed an average of 23.5 points and
315.3 yards a game. UOP has given up
19.1 points and 326.3 yards a game.
Both teams have been involved in
their share of tight games this season.

Spartans on the Air
Air time:
KSJS (90.7 FM)
1:45 p.m. Game Time: 2 p.m. Saturday.
KCBS (740 AM) Tape Delay:
8:30 p.m. Saturday.
KNTV (Ch. 11)
San Jose
State Highlights: 4:30 p.m. Sunday.

Cope said both teams have had to
Pacific’s three losses are by a fight hard for their wins.
combined total of eight points. Five of
"We’ve both come through some
its last seven games hive been decided very difficult schedules and been in a
with less than a minute to go.
lot of tough, tight games," Cope said.
The Spartans have trailed by 10 "I’m a lot older-looking than I was at
points or more in their last three victo- the start of the season.
ries. Both the Fresno State and NeSJSU is a half-game ahead of
vavda-Las Vegas games were won in
Long Beach State (2-0) and a game in
the final minute.

front of Pacific for the conference
lead. Long Beach State has yet to play
the hard part of its schedule. The 49ers
must still face Fresno State, SJSU,
UNLV and Pacific. Those four teams
have a combined PCAA record of 8-4.
Both the Spartans and Tigers face
two lower-division PCAA teams and
the 49ers to wind up the season. So,
this game might determine who goes
to the California Bowl.
"This is obviously a critical game
for both teams." Gilbert said. "It will
he a hard-hitting affair, I’m sure."
Spartan wide receiver Latho Malauulu said the team is treating it like a
championship game.
"If we win this game, we’ll
really have the upper hand," Malauulu
said. ’If they beat us. they’ll probably
be going to the California Bowl."
With these two teams, one thing’s
for sure
more gray hair for the
coaches.
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No. 9 San Francisco blanks soccer team, 5-0
By 1.en Gutman
Daily staff writer
The Spartan soccer team got bombed, 5-0, by the
University of San Francisco on Wednesday night in a Pacific Soccer Conference match in San Francisco.
SJSU (5-7-3. 0-3) has lost two straight and four of
its last five.
The ninth -ranked Dons (12-1-3. 3-0) got a goal by
Ken Boardman about two-thirds of the way into the first
half, then added two more before halftime to put the
Spartan.’ away.
’1 hey kept the pressure up the whole game.’

SJSU coach Julie Menendez said. "We played pretty
well, but every now and then we’d make a mistake and
the roof would fall in."
Menendez said USF made the most of its opportunities to score and the Spartans didn’t.
"It wouldn’t surprise me if they went all the way.
this year," Menendez said.
USF is now all alone at the top of the PSC. with
surprising St. Mary’s in second place at 2-0-1.
The Spartans next game is tomorrow at It p.m.
against California at Spartan Stadium,
The Golden Bears are 12-2 2 overall, 0-0-I in the
PSC.
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SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

The Burger House

A

"Featuring the Best Old
Fashion Hamburgers & Homemade Fries
in San Jose."
OPEN Mon-Fri 11AM-Midnight
Sat-Sun 4PM-Midnight

For Orders To Go Call 292-2882
388 E. Santa Clara (at 8th St.)
San Jose, CA 95113

Put more fun
in your
Halloween!
PARTY
FOR
LESS

SMILE AND
SAY "BRIE"
If you’re going to France or anywhere

else that requires a passport, come to
KinkoS first. We make professional
passport photos at prices that will make
you say "ooh -la-la."

kinkoss.
310 South Third Street
(across from McDonald’s)

Mon -Fri: 7 am -9 pm
Sat: 10 am -6 pm
295-4336

SAVE

0%-40% OFF
EVERYDAY
ON ALL
PARTY NEEDS
Trick or Treat Favors
4C-190

PARTY FOR LESS

10580 S. De ANZA BLVD.
(408 725-8334 CUPERTINO

(BEHIND
COCO’S)

NOW OPEN

2042 EL CAMINO REAL
(INSIDE THE MALL)
MERVYN’S PLAZA
(408) 248-8096 SANTA CLARA

Halloween
Costumes
Make-up
Decorations
Plates & Napkins
Party
Invitations
Trick or Treat
Favors
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Campus
The Academic Senate joined the Associated Students
board of directors in voting to oppose Proposition 63, the
"English -only" initiative on the Nov. 4 ballot.
Spartan Shops purchased a $2.50,000 block of "commercial paper" from General Electric Credit Co. as its first
step in a new investment strategy. The commercial paper is
an unsecured promissory note that GECC will repay with
5.5 -percent interest at maturity, said Ray Flores, Spartan
Shops controller.
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State health officials checked ground -water sample,
near South Campus, adjacent to the Lorentz. Barrel and
Drum Co. The company was accused of harardous-waste
violations. The samples were sent to the state health depart
ment’s laboratory in F.meryville and results should he available within six weeks.
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Sports
The Spartan field hockey team will play Pacific at
noon Saturday, opening the second half of the season. &1St ’
players and coaches are calling it a grudge match because
Pacific is in first place in the NorPac conference. The Tiger,
haw beaten the Spartans in their last three meetings.

Ned was two things: a commercial hater
and filthy rich.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

15475 Los Gatos Blvd

ADULT (XXX) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE! Cell 255-0724 (recording)
10 91 your copy 24 hre FREE
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATORS. The
SJSU Amateur Radio Club wants
you‘ Engineering 333. 277-3470
CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhance personal & professional growth as Volunteer Intern in world renowned local
Counseling
prow.,
support
services admin dale processing.
public awareness, fund-raising.
etc BI- & mono-lingual. ail ma

PART & FULL TIME RETAIL HELP! National
firm
preparing
tor
Christmas work and semester
break work II accepted you will
earn $925 sterling, Pert time 1201
earnings per week equal 5I85
Full 1401 earmngs per week equal
$370 No experience Is needed because of our intensive on the job
training program Good math and
reading skills are a plus Some
evening and weekend positions
are available end some flexibility
is allowed during final exams In
addition. II you qualify coronete
scholarships are awarded, internships ere possible, and you may
earn 2,3.4 credits per quarter or

lora. grad & undergrad Expert.
ence from clerical to post -grad
intro-b extrovert WE NEED YOU
Near centpus ICEF PO Box

semester

15.278 AVAIL-

geles

90025
VISA MC
C00.12131477-8474

Interview. or cell Monday through
Friday between 10 AM -2 PM 14081
275-9685

AUTOMOTIVE

vehicle purchese w univ I.D.
74 FORD COURIER runs great. anew
Ores. shell. 105K mil., 5900
Phone 379-3565 370-2826

COMPUTERS

at

enc. for your resume BC Smith
Corp .217-4)570

358.2717

tors

next to the Pub

DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CP M ALTOS

15-20
hrs wk
$4 50 S. 90 hr ,
Apply CAE Bldg. 277-2187 Deadline for applying 10 30
TEACHERS & AIDES for preschool
LG SJ area 6 ECE units preferred
(408)723-1131

Portables-OSBORN-TRS-80
formats
Word Pro-

TEACHERS FOR SMALL professional
with
caring atmopreschool

Tapes
cessors -Meg
Prompt Service PU & Denny
Seri;
Creative
Date

sphere Need ECE. enthusiasm,
end creativity Flexible hours &
friendly staff Little Scholars Preschool, 238-1474 10 274-4726

Over 500 Dieli
$1400 a disk

ices

14081666-6080

IBM 51 COMPATIBLE. Mk. 1 drives
monitor. keyboard. MG P 5695
64011. 20MB herd disk, drive
monitor. keyboard. $1095 Dot
matrix printer. 5240 Letter quality. 5295 One block from campus
404 S 3rd St , 02. corner of San
Salvador PC -CON, 295-1606

TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
few
TIME We are looking for
outspoken people to sell sir time
goad
This position requires
0010. end strong desire to make
money Call Mrs Green el 377.
3800
TELEPHONE SALES-pert time Sell
subscriptions to the Mercury -

FOR SALE
FUTONS,. Quality cotton pr.:Ions
Create your own living & sleeping
space with our futons. pillows
and frames Custom Futons 6 Pillows Plus, 302 El Paseo Shopping
Center (et Saratoga & Campbell
Aves 1. San Jose, 378-5646 IV%
discount on Futons with this ad
I SELL ONLY ONE model end size
(23") of bike, but you can own a
new 12-speed for less than $85
MHC Bicycle Sales offers low.
Cost transportation needs for the
student 30 day guarantee All
Niles final Call Days 942-7736.

News Guaranteed 54 50 hr plus
commission Shifts 9AM-1PM or
4 30PM-8 30PM. Mon -Frl
pioa
Sal Call today 1408) 983-1600
HOUSEKEEPER
THOROUGH
NEEDED to help femele student
clean customer’s homes Trensp
furnished Call 279-3398
WANTED PERSONS INTERESTED in
nuking 5200-51500 e mo PT FT
no experience Call 255-6675

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING. STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished, so
cure and safe rooms. FREE utilities end housekeeping service
Reasonable rates.shered or sin 91. imitable Walking distance to
San Jose State Office 71 N 5th

Eves. 293.4788 Ask for Joe.
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES? Borrow them from tni Reel Estate.
Motivational. Sales & Business
home-study courses Hundreds
to choose from, Well elso accept
any used courses for credit toward the annual fee UNLIMITED
borrowing The Seminar Library
(800)824-2222 132

HELP WANTED
BE YOUR OWN BOSS F T or P T. selling popular fregrances & related
products No investment, 2252345
EASY MONEY. 0 you ere avail
Thanksgiving Mr for 10 hrs max
call Della? 279-3879 for details
EULIPIA RESTAURANT seeks lunch
and dinner hussar. A welter -es.
Good student job Cell 280-6161
374S 1 et St
FED . STATE A CIVIL SVC JOBS 514.757 lo 557.785 yr Now hiring. call
FJOB LINE at 1.518-459.3611.

QUIET UN -F ROOMS close 10 101, 15
mins Inn SJSU Welsher, dryer.
share
utilities,
non-smokers
5315 mo., call 729-6671 after 6pm
ROOMMATE WANTED Non-smoking
lemale to share quiet 4 berm
horn in Campbell w 2 female stu
share
dews & teacher $275 mo
utilities

S 6th St . single $450, doubt*
$475 Call Robert 287.2077 after

PERSONAL

more than 6 months & are 20-55
yrs old, please cell Palmier College of Chiropractic -West at (406)
244-8907, est 401

Contact Mike or Lucy at 356.3095

LaserWriter Plus printing Pickup
and delivery Highest (panty work
at student rates - St SO page Call
DAYSTAR .1 350-2117

man

WANTED

to

handicapped

Please cell Brian at 298-

2308
MILLET JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA
TION. Shabbat dinners, parties
Sunday brunches. lectures. TuesWWI
day lunch end Learn,
dancing, holiday celebrations
For information cell MON at 294

count with this ad or ID
(408)224-0852

SJSU Teachers welcome, Office
Alternatives. 294-2974

and study opportunities Rev
Natalie Shires Fr Bob LegerSr

AMY WILL TYPE your paper for only
St per page. double spaced On
campus each day for pickup & de
livery Call 249-4075 leen mes-

Rev

Norb

Firn

SERVICES
LITTLE

SOPHISTICATION NAIL
We do acrylic nails
SALON
w tips. pedicures & manicures
Students & faculty receive 101.
off all services Just mention our

BARE IT ALL. Stop shaving. waxing.
tweezing Let me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin.
bikini, tummy. moustache. beck
shoulders. etc) IS’. discounts to
students and faculty Cell before
Christmas. 1906 & get your 1st
appl al 1 2 price Unwanted hair
disappeers with my care Gwen C
Chelgren, RE,Call 559-3500. for
amt.. 1645 S. Benoit, Ave CC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW

& computer information needs for
the student Call Days 947-7736,
Eves 293-4780 ask for Joe

come %VIII pick up. deliver Also
evadable critical reading, anis.
tance in rewriting
978-0277

& Saturday Sunnyvale Electrolysis Center. Soil BusInes Perk at
Hwy 101 & N Fairoaks Ave 14081
734-3I1S

conveniently

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every lime Experienced, professional word pro
ceasing
papers,
theses.
re
sums.. office overflow. mailings
newsletters Student Discounts
Guarenteed work Only 10 min
ides horn campus Words and
more (Parents) 923.7810

8311

ACCURATE.
AC
COUNTABLE for telephoneze that
toots typing there lofts --try
Tony 296-2087 51 50 per pope
double opened All wort. guarante.
Trust Tony 296.2087
Thanks

AND
PROFFSSIONAI
word processing P J s word pro
ceseing offers quality guerenteed
work at competitive rale. Fperl
enct01 in thesis term papers

Go )iru
PARTy

OKAY. WNAT Maur bui
BAP moos?

AND

YOU SMELL LIKE SDOR
MEAT/ YOUR Nosk IS
LIKE A

ID107:1_,\
WSJ Age AN
ON
BAP VW!
GEEEEE!

Limp sAUsabe!

YOU EAT youfre TOENAILS, AND you sou&
LIKE A moobE

Cell Barbe at 92E-

WHem you
Via!
1:11196.4.,www-li-ies

Classified

delivery 365-1012
PROFESSIONAL

CALL LINDA FOR
word
processing

Reports.
theses. dISSfletiOnS. group pro.
lens. resumes Guaranteed quick
return Per page end hourly rates
Transcription available Almaden Branham area Free disk storage
Prof Steno Typing Service (4081
264-4504

Do you have a paper due soon, Does
It need lo be typed? Call today to
schedule your word processing
job (Nick turnaround accurate
S2 ds page 993.9260. Word for
Word Enterprises-5J
EDITING WORD PROCESSING. 26E9448 Emphasis on corr.’ punc
tuation, sentence structure. and
formatting Jinni.. APA. etcl
Former English major, highly do
pandable Willow Glen Area, easy
Morton
Call Mrs
to locale
(Marsha) from BAM-8PM at 266E448
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Teen papers. research papers.
theses & dissertations ICampbell.
Tureblen. APA 3r01 ad I. screenplays, resumes. cover & follow.up
letters. menuscripts (books, amt.
cies. short stories). transcription
Fr. SPEL-CHEK. minor edit (If

search peons
lest and professionally,
FREE
grammar
&
spelling assistance Reasonable
rat. Call Marcie at 2944347
(won leave menage) or 976-1274
before 10 pm

requestedl. proof, disc stswelinStudent faculty discounts. Quick
turnaround. 246-5825.
EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers. theses, resumes, dime/
lations. etc for students and fan.
ulty We also do tope transcrip.
don and bookkeeping Free data
storage Call 245-1760
EXPO

TYPIST. Near Leigh & CamReports, term papers, etc

PROCESS IT WRITE. Faculty end stip
dents can rely on accurst.
timely production of newsletters,
reports, resumes publIcations.
manuscripts,
correspondence.
etc WIII old in grammar spelling
punctuetIon For prompt, 7 day

den

Editing

available
Correctable
typewriter
From
SI 50 double space page Call Blit
.1 311.5933

elenronic

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
personal legal business, word
processing needs Term papers,
reports, resumes, cover letters,
theses,

dissertation.. manuals
All academic formats
API
Spelling, grammar. punctuation
insistence All won, guaranteed
Professional, confidentiel and dependable service at AFFORDABLE RATES!, Free disk storage
Pam. 247.2961 (Santa Clara) See
SJSU F.1186 Directory of Classes
for eddilional coupon savings

response. Nave montage
Pamela et MOS) 2754253

for

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -hum papers.
Ihesoo ow Accurate. prompt.
52 25 dbi pace per peg. Sere
toga woo. call Joan at 741.5880
PUT YOUR WORDS in their best perspective
Experlenced proles.
Monet word processing papers.
Moots. resumes Specialist in
technical,

scientific
projects
$1 75-$1page Call Vicki et 21113058 IBM.,..
QUALITY

TYPING

SERVICE

for

all

your typing needs Student rates
ranging Irons SI to SI 75 per page
Quick turnaround Din store.
for 30 cloys Call 14081 946-4967
Ask for Amanda or Neve menage

NEED THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed fast? Let me help, Term papers. letters, reports. theses. re-

on machine
RELIABLE

WORD

PROCESSING

DONE et reasonable rates nth
quICS lornerOund Ulna Will sal.up
II spell check all documents Call

TYPING DONE REASONABLE rat.
Call Patti et 246-5633
TYPING SERVICE for students and in
*Onion Dependable, reliable.
accurate wOrk Reasonable rat..

Kelley at 972-7907
RESUMES,

COVERL ETTE RS.

St 50 pg Assignments 10 pgs
and over will be accepted only
Cali 14081 738-1676 Sunnyvale

end

business correspondence Assistonce nth vocabulary, sentence
structure, and form if requested

area Long range assignments
can be submitted by mall w your
rernittence

Call 266-0441
RESUME & TYPING

We use IBM XT

COMPUTER, Word Star and letter
quality printer Resume S5 up
Typing It 50 pg. double space
One block from campus PC CON. 404 S 3001 St . *2. corner of
San SoNdor PC-COM, 295.1800
PROFESSUCCESS ENTERPRISE
SIONAL typing & business
Ices Fast, reasonable. & near uni.

WORD PROCESSING.RESUMES thesis end term peons Reasoneble
fetes Quality service able to do
bold face and right margin neon
cation Cell 750-9446 Not far from
SJSU
WORD PROCESSING
students in
structors small business Term
peons thesis, ’Humes. manuals, dissertetions, mass mailing
spelling check etc Reasonable
rates Cell K & R Desk Top Sen
ices at 274-7562 Pick up end de
livery neileble

varsity Call 14061292-4047
THESES - REPORT PAPERS Word
processing w nitre Intention to
detail 52 pg tor student.. 53 pg
Or professionals Resumes SIO
Save your work on the IBM PC for
later tree Grammar, punctuation,
spelling chocked printed - in
Erickson
pubiketions quality
Word Processing 377.5293

Print Your Ad

1

and brochure sea A S Office or
call (406)371-6611

processing. ask for Joye at 7641029

GINEN Wovw
ME To
MAYNARDS /-14/..LOWEEXI
-114INK

’Iou’RE Too u&L’y,

Glen area Call Ilse at 267-8234

Columbia. MD 21045

TYPING

RO6E2 I DO YoU

TERESA
HILL SANTA
Bi OSSOM
AREA Fest. accurele typing and
word processing available seven
clays a week Limited pick-up &

PROFESSIONAI RESEARCH for writ.
era. scholars, and public officials
SpecIelizing In historicel. point

AARDVARKS DON’T TYPE, but do.
Theses, dissertations, reports
Eight page minimum, Ix months
free disk storage On-line word

/I

HEy,

BECK SECRETARIAL Student peons, resumes. business typing
needs, word processing Willow

CLEANING
SERVICES
Homes, offices. carpets & windows 1408)264-3098. 2694025

STUDENTS. TEACHERS" Send today
for unique booklet filled with
serviceable informetion about
censure It career opportunities
$200 Write to Mon Ann Box
11567F B , Harrisburg, Pa 11100

Eric Kieninger..

Crust

4370

PRESTO

cat biographical topics Student
discounts available For free into.
write CLO. 6003-8 Majors Lana.

ThiCk

sumes.
professional
beck -up
work Reasonable rates Located

aspects of immigration and nal,
rah:anon law
Office located
within 10 minutes from campus

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for
men and women Special rate with
faculty or student ID Private &
confidential Weekdays. evenings

Dan 0 Rear

BARBE’S WORD PROCESSING Have
job will process Experienced in
theses. manuscripts, papers. re-

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con
nil with SJSU student for 30.110.
utes FREE Practice limited to all

Call Robert Ng at 14081 289.8400
for en appointment

THE
eLAC K
VAF3E3/7’,/

sage
A WAY WITH WORDS prompt. accurate. literate. BA in history Wang
Word Processing, apeill ge os
corrected Long manuscripts wel-

EE’s 18s.

IS THAT DESIGN project
due & you have no resources for
ideas or what to build? SHI Elec.
tronics is CortunItted to offering
low cost electronic (component)

Sheila Neal

Isaac Newt

Call

call Campus Ministry at 296-0204
for worship.counseling,programs

ACADEMIC

6

ALWAYS Professional
results every time Theses, papers. resumes and dissertations
Serving Evergreen SSJ & a few
minutes from SJSU Student die

ZEE

TYPING and Secreterlel Services Fast. accurate won available seven days week Located
In the Blossom Hill Santa Terns
area Limited pick up and Onlyary Call 365-1012

Here

(Count approxornately 30 letters and spaces for each line)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

11_111111_111111111111111111111111

Two
One
Days
Day
I
I 3 Lines $355 $4 35
1 4 Ltnes $435 $515
I 5 Lines $515 $600
6 Lines $595 $680
Each Additional Line Add $

1

Three
Days
$475
$555
$635
$715
80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$740

Five
Days
$520
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9 Lines $4600 10-14 Lines $63 00
15 Plus Lines $80 00
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Print Name
Address

Phone,

City 8 State

Tip

Phone 277-3175

I
I

Enclosed is $

1

I nes

, __ _
Days

Ciro). Ciassitleation:

ABSOLUTELY,
FEMALE COMPANION
live with sincere

0

ACCURACY

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in resumes. term pa
peretranscriptIon
No job too
small, Student discounts Near

after 9prn
1920s CLASSIC. I bdrrn w bonus rift
Most be clean. quiet & sober 551

NOrs
’ craws
mouse"!

reports 2-9 pages Professional
typist end skilled word processor

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian C. ter Sunday-Lutheran 10 45 am
Catholic 400 and 000 pm Please

Phone Dan at 377.1654

0J014( COMO

) DIDN’T RECZGVIZE YOUIVIN
OUT YOUR SUIT
TIEll

$5 cash discount
to new customers on reports 10
pages One page free typing on

Bookstore A Roberts Book Store
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY. Confidential. 335
Baywood Ace. San Jo. Call
247-74E16 for appointment

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your teeth, eyes
end money too For information

JOBS, JOBS, Joes. Ideal for students Joln our marketing stett
Tan now and renewel magazine
orders by phone Mon thru Weds

McDONALO a NOW HIRING, Premium
pay, hours flexible around school
schedule Two-Bye days. 10-35
hrs wk interviews 1A-F 3-4prn

PROFESSOR’s EXAM FILES available
lor
Engineering
18
required
courses in CE FE. ME and Mal
Engr). FIT Calculus. Chemistry
and Physics evadable at Spartan

A

(GEE, OR filousrER,wE

frog

lAM AM I
NOT
SURPRI

A CASH REBATE

NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbal weight control program No drugs. no exercise
100% guaranteed Call 14081 2457503

Joan Panne,

/IWO 60A, THE
Wak WI wow,

Ca

FEMALE WANTED TO share room in
new 2 btirm turn apt $250 mo
deposit, Lisa 376-7530

BACKACHE?? Free examinellon
care as part of research project
If you hare h501 low back pelt for

LOOKING FOR PART TIME work?
Togo’s at 900 N First St is hiring
for day time positions Please call
287-45700? inquire within

Jose.

RUNNERS. ATHLETES" Deep tissue
muscle work for an infra compel.
dive edge and Innened efficiency Call Richard at 272-8348

DISCO. 1001 S tat St ,
needs welter ess. bartenders. DJ
Cell 2974272 279-8683 for Info

& Sat & Sun Outstanding owning
potential Cell 370-0090

San

AVAILABLE. 10th & Willierns
2bdrrn, 2 bth, ono., top floor.
quiet apt.. $550 mo. 297-7554

ST. 998-0234
APT

268 lor listing 24HR
JESSICA

Bo. 28781-6.
95159.

Word proc

Wanda Folk

School Daze
THE 5,5 MOIL PATROL HAS cquedir
Ce4005 VOIJESOY5 fAi4E0 THE
OW THEY BELIEVED *45 A
r. "CIVIL RIGHTS’ AIRT OF frlY CaRsE1

on
SAMNA
&
word
perfect
software Hr. M -F. 830-530 Re
serve tone now for your upcorn.
!no thesis dissertation or manuscript Chrystal 923-8461

ad Call for ain’t. 978-9297

STUDENT ASSISTANT CLERICAL position in Student Activities &
Services Office Must be currently
enrolled. have good communke
45
wpm
lion
skills.
type

South San Jose home Afternoon
classes only 2271990

scription

NATIONAL GAY -BI contact club 111
men and women Confidants! low
rates Send SASE to NGCC. P0

hailer

.mester. S10Call 277-2858 or stop In

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
formats & group protects welcome Spell check every time, free
disk storage Database capability.
Standard & micro cassette tran-

PIGGY.

INSTRUCTORS

or spring

$15 hr

Pickup

COMPUTER EASE Computer time or
private Instruction on the IBM PC.
In Wordstar. wordperfect, writing
assistant or professional edger

For mow Info. call 993-3730
LISA S , WHEN ARE YOU going to ask
nil out? I’m waiting by the phone

linen 3.5prn on weekdays

WANTED, Can you teach a leisure
or Illness class? Can you lead an
outdoor trip? AS. Leisure Services seeks independent contrac-

group prowls resumes, man.
scripts & totters Located in North
San Jose. only minutes from campus Call P J at 923-2309

Cone. Conyers* ell-topel DEE.
LEARN RUSSIAN FROM A NATIVE
We offer an Internet. or 10 wIt
courw, Indedl or group Cl

PLAY BY DAY. work close to campus
by night Make up to $10 hr. 3
nights week
Call Deb Antley
SJSU Annual Fund. 277-9208 be-

RECREATION

Reasonable rates,

line

hours. weekly psyche.. $7 to
$15 hourly commission, complete
training provided Great expert-

Rent
APPLE MACINTOSH USERS
time on a LaserWriter Plus
and
Wordprocessing
printer
straight typing services else Call
and delivery
gunny work,

the

PART TIME JOBS. We market auto
club memberships for the main
oil companies Part.tne, easy

BUGS FOR SALE!!! San Jose’s best
BUGS. All guaranteed.) 100% financing, OAC. Cell VW Restoration at 297-8200. 0200 discount on

if

la busy,
please be patient and try again
An equal opportunity company

or

WANT TO FORM MACROBIOTIC Society interested? Cell Martin at
971-7014

winter.
summer

end especially
Weeks. full time work is &visitable
Call today for Information and an

ABLE. Catalog $200 Research
11322 Idaho. &20E0T Los An-

DAYSTAR

your

spring

952. 5 J 95108, 280-5055
RESEARCH PAPERS

During

JOEY: RED REEBOK /41-TOPS11 Do
you exist? Or just port of CDs
OnagInetlon? Whore are you,

I

I

AnnounCemelts

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive
Travel

1-lousing
For Sale

Services
Lost 8 Found

Stereo

Typing

Computers

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

I
I
I

IL

...

Classified Desk Located Outside 0811206
Hours 900AM to TOP kl
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

J
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Writers honor poets Emily Dickinson, H.D.
By Sue Kiyabu
Daily staff writer
Not too many people were familiar with
H.D. --- and she was one of the honored poets.
Of the approximately 75 people Wednesday in Sweeney Hall, Room RK). most were familiar with the other poet, Emily Dickinson.
The poets were celebrated at the first round of
"Companions of the Flame." a four -day dual
centennial colloquium at SJSU for the death ot
Dickinson and the birth of H
Arlene Okerlund, interim academic vice
president, moderated the first panel, Vital
Word/Vital Light." which included writers and
scholars on the works of the two authors

"These women are following in the tradition of HD. and Dickinson." Okerlund said.
"We pay tribute to those authors who burned
with a gem -like flame."
The panel consisted of: Dorothy Bryant, a
published author of seven novels; Judy Grahn,
a poet who is currently working on a novel and
a hook of poetry: Barbara Guest, a poet and
former editor of ARTnews. Diana 011ehir. a
poet and professor of English at Mills College
in Oakland. and Tillie Olsen, a writer.
The colloquium is designed to break down
the barriers that exist between working poets
and scholars, who have little opportunity to

work with each other. said Alan Soldofsky, director of the San Jose Poetry Center. The center is sponsoring the conference in conjunction
with the English Ikpanment.
In addition to members of the audience,
some of the speakers said they were not familiar with the works of HI)., hut knowledgeable
of Dickinson’s works.
HI)., a.k.a. Hilda Doolittle, was once the
fiancee of poet Ezra Pound, who was the subject of the colloquium last year.
"I started a crash course on H.D. yesterday," said Ellen Hart. a graduate student from
University of California at Santa Cruz, who is
writing her dissertation on Dickinson.

A black and white charcoal sketch of
Dickinson stixxl in front of the table at the colloquium staring into the audience. Olsen said
there were times when she couldn’t even look
at a portrait of Dickinson because the intensity
in her works showed up in her portrait.
"’There is a look of intensity that went
with her poetry," Olsen said. "I like the look
of agony in her face because it’s true. There is
no playing amulet, her use of the language is
direct. "
Although Olsen said Dickinson had a
"joy and love of the language," she also said
Dickinson had a preoccupation with death.
"She knew about death in a Mi :IV that no

else does," Olsen said. ’’Death was within a
close circle around her. It was a fact of life.
Bryant did agree with Olsen concerning
the intensity of Dickinson’s verse.
"She had an intensity as a poet," Bryant
said. "In school, they always save the flat ones
for you, not the ones that grab you and shake
you. ’ ’
The colloquium will continue today. The
finale will he a film screening with actress Julie
Harris narrating her role as H.D. in the film "A
Certain Slant of Light." a film about the poet’s
life.
The screening has been moved from Camera One to Sweene llall. Room 100 at 8 p.m.

New SUBOD director named, S .J. mayor goes to class,
pledges support of Rec Center discusses downtown issues

By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily start writer
The Student Union board of directors elected new officers last week, capping personnel shuffling in a year of farreaching questions concerning the $20.1 million Rec Center.
In a unanimous decision this past Tuesday, the hoard
elected Marcus Aiu as chairman for 1985-86. Aiu was
unopposed for the position after his nomination by Associated Students President Tom Boothe.
Aiu. who is also A.S. director of student services, has
been presiding at SUBOD meetings this semester since former chairman Keith Hoshiko’s term expired in the spring.
This year’s hoard will face many important decisions
with construe
now under way on the Student Union
Recreation and Events Center, Aiu said.
"I Milk it’s going to he one of the most important
years in Student Union history," Aiu said.
"As students, we always have to look after student interests and look to the future." Aiu said, referring to the
Rec Center policy-making that will begin under this year’s
SUBOD.
Also elected was second-year member Susan Chargin
for vice chairwoman. Chargin serves on the hoard as representing students -at -large.
Frank Bernal, the board’s Union employee representative. and Peter Campbell. a new student -at -large representative, were also nominated for vice chair. Chargin won
through closed balloting of the 12 board members present.
Since the beginning of the semester. SUBOD has gone
through a number of personnel changes. This was partially
due to the expiration of some members’ two-year tern’s.
In addition to vice -chair elect Campbell. Shahzad
C’howdry began a term this semester as a student -at -large
representative. Prof. Jim Bryant, chairman of the Human
Performance Depanment, was appointed to represent SJSU
faculty.
The board also voted unanimously to replace StudentAt-l.arge Chris Schwarz, who has not attended any meetings this semester. The A.S. board of directors appointed
student Michael Johnson for the position at its meeting
Wednesday.
Pursuant to SUBOD by-laws, the 1K-person board consists of the union director, three faculty members, one non-

Reagan OKs
financial aid
package
LOANS, from page I
There are also allowances
for parental leave and mothers of
pre-school children.
Members of the Peace Corps
or Vista will be eligible for a partial cancellation for periods of
duty after July I. Ryan said.
Although Reagan signed the
bill, actual appropriation of funds
will require additional legislation, he said.
"Thc bill does not simplify
the process of applying and being
approved for financial aid - - - in
some cases it requires more paperwork. bureaucracy and red
tape,’’ Ryan stated.
This is Only an authorization
bill, appropriation comes later.
Even though the hill authorizes
increases in most of the programs
with Gramm-Rudman and the
need to balance the federal budget
it is unlikely we will see
any immediate increase of funding through the appropriation
process, he said.

Student
job fair
tomorrow
lechnical students looking for internships and summer jobs with local
industries will get a chance this weekend to interview with more than 60
companies which are seeking part-time
workers.
SJSU will be among nine Bay
Area universities participating in the
Northern California Joint Job Fair to
morrow at San Francisco State Univet
city, said Mike Ayon, a senior in iii
dustrial engineering.
Students whose majors are enr
neering, mathematics, business ii
computer and physical sciences will N.
in demand, Ayon said. Amdahl. IBM
Hewlett-Packard and Signefics are a
few of the companies interview ii;
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Student
Union at San Francisco State.
The interviews will he done on a
sign-up basis, so students who arrne
early with resumes in hand will he
more likely to get an interview with
the companies of their choosing. Ayon
said.
For more information about the
fair call Arm at 277-2214,

university representative. one Union stall employee, one
Union student employee, four officers trum the A.S. and
five members of the student -at -large population.
Also according to the by-laws. the chairman presides
over all meetings and has any other powers prescribed to
him by the board. The vice -chair has the same duties and
powers in the absence of the chair.
Considering the relative inexperience of the current
hoard, Aiu voiced some concern.
"We have some members with experience. but it’s unfortunate that there’s a kit of new people this year," Aiu
said.
Overall though, he said the board was "really sharp."
and dedicated to student concerns.
Aiu denied past criticism that Director Ron Barrett
does not supply the hoard with enough information to make
responsible decisions.
"I think he does (supply enough information I." Aiu
said. "I think he can’t tell us everything because he would
he bogged down.
"Whenever I seek more information front hint. I can
get it."
Although he had doubts about it in the past. Aiu said
he is now a "firm believer" in the Rec Center because of its
potential to unify SJSU, creating a community atmosphere
that would encourage students to extend alumni support
after graduation.
Since SUBOD will begin forniulating Rec Center policies this year, Aiu said he wants to see policies that favor
student use of the facility over scheduled events. He also
said he wants to avoid ans further fee increases.
’I want people to continue to think of this as a student
facility," Aiu said.
Barrett said he was confident about the abilities of Ain
and the board as a whole, citing that they were both inter
ested in and committed to the issues at hand.
But Barrett had a different view than Aiu about the
nificance of this year and the impact of Rec Center decisi.,n
making and construction commencement.
"It is going to be another significant year in planning
the Rec Center." Barrett said, hut not inure so than the
years building up to this one.
"I wouldn’t say it is more important." Barrett said.
’They’re all important

University costs may rise
8 to 9 percent in fall ’87
/ t / ///KE, from page I
The act provides for more financial -aid funds to be available, hut
lewer students will be eligible to receive them is a result of the more
stringent definition of ’
Rv an
said
The increase in I units from student fees would be used to pros ide additional funding for faculty development programs. improvement in
programs for minority education, recruitment and success, and to help bolster programs in critical areas such as
engineering and computer sciences
that were cut in the early ’Ws. Davis
said.
Other basic registration fees such
as student government, Student
Union, facilitx and Instructionally Related Activities fees are not included in
this increase, she said.
The budget has not received an
increase in three years, so the raise is
necessary to allow for costs that coincide with enrollment, Davis said.
"It IS hasic,illx for on.going

CBEST
and NTE
test takers:
Will you test
as well as
you teach?
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ational expenses." Davis said.
Faculty salary increases are not
included in the budget, but they are expected to he approved in contract negotiations. Davis said.

L.NtIO .
PDX /
being sued by San Francisco (for
pursuing the Giants)."
He said San Francisco Mayor
Dianne Feinstein didn’t scare him
with threats of a lawsuit, hut rather it
was the Giants who were intini
idated.
About San Jose’s City Hall
being relocated in the heart of down
town, McEnery said he feels like
wearing a hag over his head when he
walks into the building on North
First Street because it’s so ugly. Ile
said it represents what San Jose used
to be. But he said the recent suggestion to lllll ve city hall downtown was
a "terrible one."
’There are so many other priorities more important to me.’’
McEnery said. "The city hall should
be downtown and someday it will
he. I’m not anxious to push it
though. there are plenty of other
things to concentrate on."
He also discussed Measure J,
which if passed, will among other
things, give the mayor power to
choose new city heads that the city
manager now selects. McEnery said
people in California have a "rightful
cynicism" about rxiliticians that exand
tends hack to the it

early -1970s.
"I feel like I was elected h% cir
izens who put their trust in me to follow through on things I talked
about," McEnery said, pointing out
that he %von a greater landslide than
Ronald Reagan did in the 1984 pre). idential election.
"We’s e had Yr0111C incredibl

Program board gets $906 boost
CONFERENCE, from page /
program hoard.
"Universities and colleges from
four western states meet once a year at
this conference," Alexander said.
’’It’s the best way to network and talk
to other college programmers.’’
Alexander said renting the room
v. as tie( essar or a "home base.’’ and
a "meeting place
’The Red lion Inn, from what 1
understand, is fairly remote from anything else, even though its in dov)ntown San Jose,’’ Alexander smut . "We
need someplace to crash, or to meet
with performers and other program-

The conference is a good opportunity for student programmers to get
to know each other. said Ted Gehrke,
program hoard adviser.
’I find that after you meet somebody, their RS quotient mer the phone
is considerably lower the next time
they talk to each other... Gehrke said.
I.ast year the same conference
was held in Los Angeles, Alexander
said, and the program board spent

Sit .O87 in A.S. money tor airfare,
three hotel rooms for three nights, conference fees, and meals for six chairmen. according to Jean Lenart. A.S.
business isiti ii nisti ii’
******************
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San Carlos Street closure bid
receives A.S. board backing
,,0,
re, toi
(il
intercultural
affairs,
Teri Cooper, A.S. director of
sponsored programs. said her evenence with similar problems while attending San Diego State University
prompted her to vote in favor of the
resolution. Open streets intersecting
campus created confusion and physicatty divided the campus, she said.
"Street closures make for a more
effective student environment," Cooper said.
While Janinkaal Tijani, A.S. di-

abstained. and Victoria Johnson. A.S.
director of personnel, cast the only
"no" vote.
Johnson expressed concerned that
students might be misled by the resolution. adding that it would appear the
street would be closed immediately.
"We don’t want the closure until
(the Rec Center) and downtown are
complete." Johnson said. "By down grading San Carlos. it’s in danger of
being closed at any time."
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The world’s leading
test prep organization.
For information and class
starling dates, please calf
days, evenings or weekends
San Francisco (415) 433-1763
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Reno (702) 329-5315
Santa Cruz (408) 429-6524

Tom McEnery
. . San Jose mayor

poor city managers over the years,"
McEnery said. citing Jim Alloway.
who held the post in 1979. "He was
here for a year and a half and we
paid him I(X),(XX). ’
He said elected officials, not
appointed ones, should have the
right to choose a new police chief.
but the public is afraid to shift power
"away from the good bureaucrats
who are doing what’s hest for the
city."
McEnery said he wanted to
look hack in 10 years and see himself as a mayor who did things he
felt were good for the city.
"I want to he remembered as
someone who took part in the maturing process of San Jose from adolescence to adulthood," he said.
At one point, the mayor
stopped and posed a question to the
class.
"How do you feel about coloring the prints of old films?" he
asked.
The class laughed.
"It would he awful to see Casablanca in color,’’ McEnery said.
Then he added. "I think Humphrey Bogart would make a great
city manager if he were still
around.’

CALL TODAY (408)

296-0483

(After 4:30 pm) (During day leave a message)

